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Roberta Einerʼs SS16 collection evokes a carefree modern spirit 
in saturated seaside hues, azul applique and feminine draping.

The designer re-imagines and refines Americana staples such as logo emblazoned jackets 
and cheerleader skirts, using intricate embroidery and beading, luxurious mesh and prom 
dress satin. Hand-dyed sequins spell out ʻLuckyʼ on varsity jackets, and form illustrations on 
slip dresses.
 
There is an eighties veneer in the eye-popping palette and cocoon cardigans. An informed 
set of references underpin the collection. As well as American teen movies, Roberta has 
drawn on her childhood memories of soviet pop art posters and books, their geometric 
patterns appropriated on fitted tops.

Roberta challenges convention and creates contradictions – through textiles, motifs and 
silhouettes. Rough organic finishes are brought to life in a hyper-saturated colour palette. 
Feminine flared skirts are juxtaposed with oversized bomber jackets.
Reinventing modern feminine shapes, creating silhouettes that are both bold and delicate, 
defines SS16ʼs collection.

Embroidery is at the heart of Robertaʼs work and in this collection she builds on applique 
and patchwork techniques by adopting foiling. The designer has developed methods of 
hand-embroidery this season - sequin beads are custom dyed and laser cut.

Irreverent, intense and youthful, this collection represents the modern designer, who adopts 
traditional craft techniques to new ends and weaves together a wealth of contradictory 
references to create their own narrative.

ABOUT
Roberta Einer is an experimental womenswear designer, working with surface textiles and 
reimagining the feminine silhouette. Hailing from Tallinn, Estonia, Roberta moved to London 
and studied on the prestigious design course at University of Westminter and at Central Saint 
Martins. She gained internships with the likes of Mary Kantrantzou, Claire Barrow and 
Alexander McQueen and upon graduating, moved to Paris to intern at Balmain for a year. 
Returning to London, she established her own label and is now putting new skills and 
perspective to good use, developing a unique point of view, which appropriates a daring 
more-is-more aesthetic.

The Designer has gained press in publications including US Vogue, Dazed & Confused, i-D 
and Hunger magazine.




